CAVALRYINSCRIPTIONS
FROM THE ATHENIAN AGORA
(PLATE

14)

ERHAPS NO PLACE IN ATHENS has proved to be as rich as the Agora in illuminating the
history of the city, especially with regard to its political and military institutions. In the last thirty
years, particularly, the excavations in the Agora and the Kerameikos have yielded an abundance
of new epigraphical evidence for the Classical and Hellenistic Athenian cavalry. Clustered in
the northwest corner of the Agora and undoubtedly proximate to the as-yet-undiscovered cavalry
p

headquarters (hipparcheion),
these inscriptions affirm the importance of the Athenian cavalry in
the public life of ancient Athens. The two inscriptions published below add to our expanding
knowledge of this celebrated military institution.
1 (P1. 14). An inscribed fragment of a dedicatory relief of white (Pentelic?)marble (I 7518)
found on July 22, 1981, during removal of the east-west wall of Byzantine Room 1 at J/13,
J/ 18-3/7.1 Brokenon top; surfacechipped and worn. Evidence of anathyrosison the top (a band
of ca. 0.035 m) and on the right side of the stone suggests that it was deliberately recut for use
as a rectangularbuilding block. The lower edge of an equestrianreliefwith portions of four horses'
legs and hooves is preserved, with one horse in a prancing position. The height of the relief is
0.067 m. The inscriptionbelow preservesthe initial letters of six lines.
H. 0.190 m;W 0.385 m; Th. 0.138 m.
L.H. of firstline 0.02 m; other lettersca. 0.0085 m; non-stoichedon,with space betweenfirstand
secondlines0.004 m.
ca. 446-403 a.
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Line1: By its size and position this clearly representsthe heading for a column of names. The shape of the
letters,particularlythe upsilon, the Attic lambda, and the four-barsigma (line 2), date this relief to the period
afterca. 446 B.C. andbeforetheadoptionof theIonianalphabetin 403 B.C.2 The restorationof 4U'X[CpxoL],
1

I wish to expressmy appreciationto ProfessorJohnM. Camp, Director of the Agora Excavations,for permission to
publish these two inscriptions, which were excavated under the directorship of T. Leslie Shear,Jr., and for his expert
assistance in the examination of the stones. I also wish to thank ProfessorsChristian Habicht, Ron Stroud, Stephen
Tracy,and Malcolm Wallace for their valuable suggestions on the restorationof the texts and ProfessorsCarol Lawton
and Mary Moore for thoughts on the hippic relief. I am indebted to the referees of this article for their very helpful
comments. I have been spared many errors;those remaining are my own.
2 The letters conform to Wilhelm Larfeld'sPeriod VII (445-403 B.C.): Larfeld 1902, pp. 444-450. For more recent
treatment, see the charts in Clairmont 1983, pp. 56-58, where some similaritiesmay be found (e.g., the upward sweep
of the arms of the upsilon in no. 32b = IG I3 1162, an Athenian casualty list dated to 447/6 B.C.), but there are too
few distinct letters in our inscriptionto rule out a later date within PeriodVII. Forexample, some letters, but not all, also
bear some resemblance to a casualty list dated to ca. 430 B.C.: Bradeen 1964, pp. 38-39, no. 10, lines 8-11. For other
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the tribal commanders of the cavalry,is secure because of the hippic relief above and by comparison with
other inscriptionsof this type.3 The spaces between the phi and the upsilon and the upsilon and the lambda
are 0.062 m and 0.060 m, respectively.An average of the two allows us to approximate the distance to the
end of the heading as ca. 0.45 m, and factoring in the uninscribedspace in the left margin (0.215 m from the
left edge of the phi to the left edge of the stone) and assuming symmetryon the right, the original monument
must have been at least a meter in width. The phylarchswere listed either in a single column of ten names or
in two columns of five, with the phylarchheading perhaps repeated to the right.4 If the preservedbottom of
the stone is original-and this is not certain-then the single-column option is eliminated because the space
available below the last line is insufficientfor five more names. However, if the inscription was formatted
as a single column, then the deep indenting (ca. 0.045 m) of the left margin of the column below the
heading leaves little room, if symmetry is adhered to, for any lettering in addition to the nominaand perhaps
abbreviated deme affiliationsof the phylarchs. This presents no problem: economy of prosopographical
identification is characteristic of 5th-century inscriptions. For cavalry commanders attested for the 4th
through the 2nd century B.C., the information is usually more complete.5
Line2: The lower portion of the vertical of the tau can be faintly seen. The center diagonals of the final
sigma are visible, but the surface is very worn, and the stone breaks along a line through the letter. The
name of the first phylarch might be Aristos, a name twice attested as early as the 4th century B.C. in Attic
prosopography.6If the final letter is not a sigma, then of course the choices are nearly limitless.
Line3: Although difficult to see on the stone itself, the squeeze reveals the block outline of the epsilon in
its properly aligned initial position.
Line 4: Only the top half of the final letter can be seen: the curving line and the vertical hasta. It could
be either a beta or a rho; because the curvatureis less full, more sloping than the rho found in line 2, and also
because it conforms to the shape of many of the betas in this period, I have restored a beta. Chabrias may
be plausibly restored, or, if the reading is a dotted rho, there are many possible names, such as Chares,
Charias, etc.
Line5: Clear traces of the lower half of a kappa, as well as the upper diagonal hasta, can be detected.
Line 6: On the squeeze, the left diagonal hasta and the apex of a letter that can be either a delta or an
alpha can be detected in the proper initial letter position. I have restored a delta only because I see no
signs of the crossbarrequired of the alpha.
This monument is a dedication by the phylarchs of the Athenian cavalry. It may be festive
in purpose, as in the contemporary Panathenaic cavalcade on the Parthenon, or agonistic (perhaps
the spectacular cavalry exercise known as the anthippasia),or it may celebrate some victorious
cavalry engagement.
According to Xenophon (Hipparchikos3.10-13), the anthippasiawas a cavalry display in the
hippodrome in which the cavalry was first split into two squadrons of five tribes, each commanded
by a hipparch; the two squadrons then charged one another and skillfully rode through each

discussions of the letter forms in this period, see Immerwahr 1990, pp. 109-169, esp. pp. 160-164 on the upsilon and
phi, and Walbank 1974.
3 For example, Meritt 1940, pp. 57-58, no. 6 (4th century B.C.),and Threpsiades and Vanderpool 1963, p. 109,
no. 2, line 14 (286-261 B.C.) = SEGXXI 357. Christian Habicht informs me that there is also an unpublished fragment
of Pentelic marble (inv. I 84) found in the Kerameikos in 1960 that lists hipparchs and phylarchs, with the heading
b4XcLXot] followed by the initial letters of five phylarchs.
4 Threpsiades and Vanderpool 1963, p. 109, no. 2, lines 14-20, has two columns of six phylarchs,with the heading
of yc$UXcpXot
repeated twice.
5 Meritt 1940, pp. 57-58, no. 6, and Threpsiades and Vanderpool 1963, p. 109, no. 2 (phylarchslisted by name and
demotic); Thompson 1953, pp. 49-51 (hipparchsand phylarchs listed by name, patronymic, and demotic, although
the phylarch information below the heading is no longer preserved);and Vanderpool 1974, pp. 311-313 (hipparchs
listed by name, patronymic, and demotic). Cf. also the ample prosopographicalevidence from the participants of the
festivalsof the Panathenaia, Theseia, and Pythais in the 2nd century B.C.
6 IG 12 2405, line 9, and 10176; see Osborne and Byrne 1994, p. 60, for other references to the name Aristos
in Attica.
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other'sranks.7 Perhapsthis relief honored the most illustrioussquadron,that is, the five "winning"
tribes and their phylarchs, and consequently we should be cautious not to assume that the
other five phylarchs were listed in the inscription. In all the extant inscriptions documenting
the anthippasia,however, only individual phylarchs or their tribes are honored. If it is indeed
intended to commemorate the event of the anthippasia,
it would be the first known example in
Athenian history.
Although this relief does not depict any hoplite combatants, they may have appeared to the
left of the preserved horsemen. In fact, a stylistic and contemporary parallel might be found in
a cavalry relief from Eleusis usually dated to the Archidamianphase of the Peloponnesian War.8
Pythodoros, son of Epizelos, serving as hipparch, dedicated this monument to the Eleusinian
goddesses. On it we see two friezes, an upper and lower panel, depicting engagements between
hoplites and horsemen (attackingfrom the right).9 The shapes of the hooves and legs of the horses
and the general quality of the composition are similar to those on the Agora relief. The central
figure in the upper frieze of the Eleusis relief, shown astride a prancing mount, the pose typically
used for attacking figures, may be Pythodoros himself In both reliefs the sculptor has inserted
the action into rough, undulating terrain (in the relief on the Agora inscription one of the legs
of the horses to the right disappearsbehind an obvious mound), perhaps "as a device to heighten
the ferocity of the battle."'l If the Agora monument does commemorate some military activity
involving the cavalry,it is unlikely to be a casualty list, since the death of at least five phylarchs
in a single engagement is extremely unlikely and certainly unparalleled in Athenian history.
Although fragmentary,this monument has genuine historical value. It may be the earliest
confirmation of the reorganizationof the Athenian cavalryinto the canonical composition of two
hipparchs, ten phylarchs, and 1,000 cavalrymen, in contrast to the earlier period (450s), when
three hipparchs commanded 300 men, with no certainty that there were ten tribal commanders
at all.11 It may also confirm that the cavalry exercise of the anthippasiadescribed by Xenophon
dates back to the 5th century. In addition, although the nominaare badly broken, this inscription
adds to our modest list of cavalry officersfrom the 5th century B.C.
2 (P1.14). A fragment of an inscribed stele of gray Hymettian marble with veins of white (I 7551),
found on August 2, 1982, in a well (J2: 1) near the Painted Stoa. The central portion of the
pedimental top, as well as a fragment of the left side of the stele, is preserved. It is mended from
four fragments. The stele was broken at the time of its use in a feed channel. The sides are worked
with a claw chisel; the top is picked.
7 For evidence of this display in the 4th and 3rd centuriesB.C., see IG II2 379, 3079, 3130; Meritt 1946, pp. 176-177,
no. 24; Pritchett 1940, pp. 111-112, no. 21; Shear 1971, pp. 271-272, pl. 57:c; Vanderpool 1974, pp. 311-313. For
discussion, see Bugh 1988, pp. 59-60, and Kyle 1987, p. 46.
8 For historical discussion, see Bugh 1988, pp. 91-93.
9 For discussion of the sculpture,see Holscher 1973, pp. 99-101.
10 Carroll-Spellecke 1983, p. 84, referring specifically to the Eleusis relief for the purposes of illustration. She
comments earlier (p. 27), "Rocky terrain is used in action and battle scenes to stress the wildness of the setting and
the speed of the figures. It is also especially useful in the arrangementof sinkingand toppling figures. In short, landscape
serves the figures and helps to clarify and explain their action."
11 For discussionof the reorganizationof the Athenian cavalryin the mid 5th century B.C., see Bugh 1988, pp. 39-52,
and Spence 1993, pp. 9-17. Martin Robertson and Alison Frantz (1975, commentary to West Slab VIII. 15) suggest
that the two bearded cavalrymen on the frieze (West Slab VIII.15 and West Slab IV8) are the two hipparchs of the
newly formed Athenian cavalry,but as I have argued elsewhere (Bugh 1988, p. 78, note 135), they could also be two
of the phylarchs. This is not the occasion to debate the effortsto see the young horsemen of the Panathenaic frieze either
as the heroized 192 hoplites who fell at the battle of Marathon (490 B.C.) or as tribalrepresentativesof a celebration of the
Kleisthenic reforms (507 B.C.) or, even most recently,as a mythic reminderof Erechtheus'chariot/cavalry(?)victory over
Eumolpus (see Connelly 1996, pp. 69-71, for earlierliterature);in my opinion, these theories are imaginative but simply
do not persuade.
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H. 0.365 m; W 0.263 m; Th. 0.075 m.
L.H. 0.006-0.007 m; stoichedon, with an irregular horizontal checker of 0.015 m. Left margin of
lines 7-9 and 12 is preserved.
ca. 330-285 a.
ETOIX. 24
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Line1: The spacing of the epsilon and omicron of the invocation to the gods (OEOI) on the fascia of the
pediment favors a line length of 24 letters. An imaginary vertical line from the apex of the pedimental
top through the middle of the invocatory heading will symmetricallybisect the text into 12 letters.
Line2: The nomen and demotic of the mover of the decree are not preserved;only the patronymic,Diogenes,
remains.
Lines4-5: These lines should contain the nominaof the two secretaries of the cavalry being honored by
this decree. Of the few known officials associated with the administration of the Athenian cavalry, the
ypaxVax-reL;are the most likely choice. We might restore a particle, e.g., ai, 85, tE, or even e, but
each presents syntacticalproblems and is not supported by Attic epigraphical parallels. I have restored the
definite article ot, the resulting attributiveparticiple serving as a substantive, even if this restoration has
no exact analogues and is weakened by a close comparandum (below)using only the participle. Secretaries
of the cavalry are attested in three other inscriptions, all of Hellenistic date.12 For a parallel use of the
participle, without the definite article, for the office of secretary,see IG JJ2 1272, lines 3, 9: ypoc5ave6wv
ID 1934) or, with the article, in many Attic and Delian
(cf. -rpotnece6t.v: ID 1717-1721, and fyprPe3zu&v:
ephebic inscriptions: ot &YPeu'CaCvtgor ot &Xeqt6tAevot(young men undergoing gymnastic training
&
on Delos: ID 1928-1931, 1933, 1936);cf. also IG II2 1282,lines : &itt
ot T [iv
xtX.
Other officials associated with the cavalry are the tczlat, "treasurers,"as in IG 1I2
TOU L?VX-tqoVU
1264, lines 2-3, 13, 22. However, not only would [. ..... raLVu]6vtec
requirethree additional letter spaces
to fill, but in IG 1121264 they are clearly and descriptivelyidentified as tcaVaL tCov tc Oeoiu (i.e., Athena).
It is very unlikely that "treasurers"would have appeared in such an abbrevriatedform in our inscription.
The second ypoi[ia,eU'c is likely to be bLX68VkoS,'3the right hasta and apex of the lambda being clearly
visible and the bottom bar of the sigma faintly so. If this is true, the name of his colleague will have filled
seven letter spaces at the end of line 4 and the beginning of line 5. For a parallel to this type of nominal
pairing, see IG I12 1256, lines 2-3: &7tcLr EGqu)X)rxat Az?oq yev64evot. &cAe)Xr)tzat
xrX.
Line6: The sigma terminating -ovxte is strongly suggested by the visible bottom horizontal stroke showing
markedsimilarityto other "double-strike"sigmas in the text. All that survivesof the nu in t6v is a faint trace
of the top portion of the right hasta, but it is positioned correctly in the stoichos. Although Attic inscriptions
12

Threpsiades and Vanderpool 1963, p. 103, no. 1, line 41 (282/1 B.C.) = SEG XXI 525; FouillesdeDelples III, ii,
no. 28.111,lines 38-40 (106/5 B.C.); and Crosby 1937, pp. 460-461, no. 8, line 14 (2nd century B.C.).
13 This name is too well attested in Attic prosopographyto suggest an identification;for a list, see Osborne and Byrne
1994, p. 453.
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attest the common use of the final nu on eVtnpoa0ev before forms of Xp6voS, the phrase also appears
without the nu: IG II2 654, line 13 (285/4 B.c.) and IG II2 1176, lines 26-27 (ca. 360 B.C.). The shorter form
will accommodate precisely the stoichedon pattern of 24 letters.
Line 7: The preposition nep' is possible for np6o; cf. IG II2 423, lines 3-4: [qL]XorLVW-v-atep;t t6v
[a Viov];IGII2 1187, lines 2-3: 6 arpax-r-yo6 yLXo-tVeLyTat
tpt -ov 81?pov;IG II2 1202, lines 4-5:
ptX6OLOtOL
7eptt 6ov aI-iov; and IG II2 1259, line 8 (restored). But it is more likely that our inscription
followsthepatternof IG II2 360, lines6-7, 12-13: yLXortVoutVevog TCpOctov By-pov;
IG II2 1176, line 26:
pXotLX0
ate nTpos(Toi's 8?6xtca; IG II2 1273, lines 4-5:
oLX0?ot4upevo[s Tc]poITo0s 0LaaWxrcs;
or IG II2 1277, line 31: (pyLXotrL[)VtacL
7p6c Te TTrv0e6v; cf. IG II2 1281, line 13; 1282, line 16.
Line9: There appear to be traces on the stone of the left corner of a delta.
Line10: The lambda in xaMxq appears on the stone as an alpha, but this is probablycarelessnesson the part
of the stonecutter. Christian Habicht has suggested ntL[teXou']evoL, as in IG II2 560 (restored),but this
will resultin a line length of only 23 letters. The use of the reduplicatedperfect form, although not employed
periphrastically,is paralleled in another cavalry inscription of 282/1 B.C.14
Line11: The bottom bar and a tip of the center bar of the initial epsilon are visible. The left slanting strokeof
a delta at the end of the preserved line is visible, but the presence of stray cuts on the worn surface leaves
some room for doubt. It is possible, although I detect no trace of it on the stone, that it is a kappa. If
it is a kappa, Habicht would restore xo,u.LL&v,
attested elsewhere in Attic inscriptions (e.g., IG II2 1264,
atov
lines5-6: o"t[7t]e[t]5 e6v -e xoauc&wv[-crL],
an inscriptionhonoring the treasurersof Athena, who
assisted the hipparchs in the procuring of the grain15). This would necessitate a line length of 23 letters,
however, and the omission of the definite article before cat'ou in line 12. For a close parallel to this use
of 86uaL, see Threpsiades and Vanderpool 1963, p. 103, no. 1, lines 18-19: 7E V,X-qV-raobXexta
erCvuLe&v 0ac;&x (here referringto the phylarchsand hipparchsof the Athenian cavalry in 282/1 B.C.).
Line12: Here is the one certain case where the stoichedon pattern is violated. The iota and sigma of eoi5
straddle the space of the ninth stoichos, but the stoichedon pattern is restoredwith the initial iota in XLtlo.
However, the stonecutter then left a vacatwhere the omicron should have been. Perhapshe thought that the
letter should be an epsilon and thus refer to grain for horsemen, not horses; if so, he would have had to
ignore the fact that the accusative would not agree with the dative eoi4. He may have simply forgotten
to come back to it after proceeding with the rest of the text. In any case, the line has 24 stoichoi; the number
of actual letters would have been 25 were it not for the uninscribed omicron. Although the surface is worn
near the break on the right edge, traces of almost all of the nu can be detected after the epsilon. One
form or another of ev8eLxv4u'evoL is common in Attic inscriptions;the number of letter spaces would also
accommodate the perfect ev[8e8eLyVevo]L.16
Line 14: The top semicircle of the omicron is preserved. There is a faint trace of the apex of a letter in
the stoichos following the kappa, which is almost certainly an alpha. Unfortunately,the stone breaks away
at this point and the surface is worn. Considering the two military units prominently mentioned in the
decree, one might suggest eo u; po4poLuouq to follow,but this restorationwould leave only one letter space
before -evou in the following line. Mu is a possibility,giving us MENOT and perhaps some middle-passive
participialform. Possibilitieswith a military connection might be xoc[teouC5at paeuoVl]evou[c (but there
are only 14 letters; cf. IG II2 1270, lines 5-6; 1302, lines 3, 8, 11; 1309, line b5; 1311, line 14) or xac4teoUC
(IG II2 1155, line 3 [restored])or any number of variations of Tou5 4rT'ayvevouq,
a-rpa-reuaaiA]e'vou[q
referringto troops stationed in the forts around Attika(e.g., see IG II2 1272, lines 5-6, 15-16; 1299, lines 20,
26, 32, 40-42; 1303, line 1; 1304, lines 1, 20-21, 30, 38, 41, 54-55, 62; 1305, line 2; 1306, line 2; 1308,
lines 13, 16). The context in our inscription, however,is grain for the horses; the introduction of non-hippic
units at this point in the text would be puzzling. In any case, there is no guarantee that xaxtis the correct
restoration;other possibilitiesinclude xaxe&'
or xc%Onetp.

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first occurrence of prodromoi
in an Attic decree and
the first occurrence of the secretaries of the cavalry as dedicatory recipients, one of whom may
have been named Philodemos. Fortunately,the prescriptof our inscriptionand some of its text are
14

15
16

Threpsiades and Vanderpool 1963, p. 103, no. 1, lines 6, 14, 18-19.
Camp 1974, pp. 322-324, no. 3, lines 8-9: xo v'to.rat otios.
E.g., Durrbach 1921-1922, pp. 26-28, no. 18, lines 2-3.
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closely paralleled in IG II2 1272 (267/6 B.C.), where a certain Dion, secretary to the treasurers
of the sitonikon,
is honored by the Athenian troops stationed at Eleusis. The prodromoi
belonged to a
special hippic unit attached to the Athenian cavalryin the 4th and 3rd centuriesB.C. In our text they
honor the two grammateis
for their pastphilotimiatowardsthe hippeisand the finejob they have now
performedwith respectto the distributionof grain allowance (auLoc)for the horses of the hippeisand
presumablyalso the prodromoi.
Secretariesfor the Athenian cavalry were usually assigned directly
to the cavalrycommanders, the hipparchs,as attested in three Hellenistic inscriptions. In addition
to assisting in the grain distribution,they arranged for the publication of cavalry decrees and no
doubt were responsiblefor the recordkeeping of the Athenian cavalryso amply documented in the
lead tablets found during excavationsin the Agora and the Kerameikos.17
Who, then, were these prodromoi?Literally,"front-runners,"an advance force, skirmishers,
scouts, couriers-all these terms have been applied to them, and to a large extent their military
duties could involve all of these.18 In Athens they are recorded first in Xenophon's Hipparchikos
(1.25), usuallydated to the 360s. Xenophon advisesthe hipparchthat ifhe wants his ten phylarchsto
in command of well-equipped regiments, he himself should
distinguish themselves (ypLXo-rLxietuOaL)
arm his prodromoias well as possible (6nXoLc; S; x&XXLua-r)19and should train them rigorously

in the use of the javelin. The prodromoi
may also be equated with the reconnaissance
(S; Vot'XLcoa)
scouts (npo6o8o) mentioned later in the same treatise(4.5). By the 330s the prodromoi
were included
in the annual dokimasia
of the Athenian cavalryby the Council of 500 (AthPol49.1). In the Athenaion
Politeiawe learn that the Council inspected the prodromoi,
and those men who it determined to
be unfit to "prodrome"(npo8poe'eLv) were rejected. What then follows in Aristotle's account
is the inspection of the hamippoi,a specialized unit of foot soldiers who cooperated closely with
the cavalry,presumablywith both prodromoi
and regularhippeis.Any soldier found deficient by the
Council was refused his pay (VIaOoyoptot).This light infantry,better known from the Boeotian
army (Thucydides 5.57, Xenophon 7.5.24), is mentioned at Hipparchikos
5.13, where Xenophon
advises the hipparch to convince his city of the tactical advantages of utilizing such a force of
at the battle
hamippoi.There is, however,no evidence that the Athenians possessed or used hamippoi
of Mantineia in 362 B.C. In his commentary to Athenaion
Politeia49.1, P.J. Rhodes suggests that
this infantry corps was introduced in Athens sometime between 362 and ca. 350 B.C.20
It has been plausibly suggested that the prodromoi
were introduced to take the place of the
mounted bowmen (tno-oi6&c=), a force of two hundred that Athens employed in the 5th and
early 4th centuriesB.C.21 They are mentioned three times in Thucydides (2.13.8, 5.84.1-2, 6.94.4)
and once by Xenophon in his Memorabilia
(3.3.1), where they are describedas being closely attached
to the hipparchsand having the honor of chargingthe enemy first. After this they do not appear in
our sources again as part of the Athenian military organization. Sometime between the 390s and
360s, therefore, it is probable that the Athenians disbanded their corps of mounted bowmen and
replaced them with prodromoi,
perhaps also numbering two hundred.22
17

Braun 1970 and Kroll 1977a.

18 Pritchett 1971, pp. 130-133.
'9 Cf. IG I2 1303, lines 15-16 = SEG XXV 157.
20

Rhodes 1981, p. 566.
Sekunda (1986, p. 54) theorizes that "the prodromoi
or 'Scouts' were a branch of the Athenian cavalry raised in
the winter of 395/4 to replace the horse-archers, who were disbanded after the battle of Haliartos." This may be
too precise. It depends on Sekunda'sbelief that Dexileos, a young horseman killed in the fighting around Corinth in 394
(IG II2 5222) and memorialized by an inscribedfuneraryrelief set up by his parents in the Kerameikos(IG II2 6217), can
be identified as a prodromos.There is no proof of this. In the inscription, Dexileos is called a hippeus;for discussion,
see Bugh 1988, pp. 136-139. For a discussion of the size of the Athenian cavalry in the 390s, see Nemeth 1994.
22 Sekunda (1986, p. 54), however, interpreting the Dexileos inscription that cites the young man as "one of five,"
suggests that five horsemen were recruited from the regular cavalry to serve in the elite corps of prodromoi
attached
in all! There remains the question,
personally to each hipparch. But this would mean a total of only ten prodromoi
too, of whether the prodromoi
were members of the regularcavalry. See Kroll 1977b for a contrary view.
21
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There are severalpossible explanationsfor this change: (1)the Athenians, to say nothing of the
rest of Greece, never felt completely comfortablewith mounted archers. This arm requires many
years of specialized training to be effective (rememberingthat a man must shoot arrows from a
moving base without stirrups)and was usuallyviewed as a non-Greekweapon of war. The problem,
however,is not with the use of the bow and arrow,which in fact became a fixturein ephebic training
from the 330s (AthPol42.3) down through the Hellenistic period: it is the combination of horse
with archer. (2) Second, there is the cost. A -fragmentof aLysianic speech, AgainstTheozotides,
dated
to 403/2 B.C., records that the per diem allowance for a mounted bowman was raised to eight
obols; if correct, that figure is at least two obols (and perhaps four) more than the allowance for
a regularhippeusin the 4th century. The Athenians may have concluded that it demanded less time
and less money to field a light cavalryforce than one of mounted bowmen. Besides,prodromoi
could
provide much of the same tactical benefits as their predecessors.
It should be noted, however, that a new reading of the Hibeh papyrus containing the speech
AgainstTheozotides
suggests that the daily allowance for a mounted bowman was lowered from two
drachmasto eight obols, not raisedfrom two obols to eight obols.23 If this is correct, the issue would
be reduced to one of fiscal austerityconsequent to the PeloponnesianWar,and this speech could no
longer be used as evidence for an ideological or class distinctionbetween the regularhorsemen and
the mounted bowmen. But the reading is not secure, and W T. Loomis's reliance upon it, along
with a dubious interpretationof Lysias 15.6 on Alkibiadesthe Younger'smembership among the
mounted bowmen, to supportthe thesis that the hippotoxotai
"seem to have had even greaterprestige
than the hippeis"(p. 232) is inconsistent with the combined testimony of Thucydides (2.13.8) and
Aristophanes (Knights225). These writers make it perfectly clear that the two hundred mounted
bowmen are to be distinguishedfrom the elite and canonical aristocraticcorps of one thousand. In
at eight obols per diem would have
any case, the fact remains that the maintenance of a hippotoxotes
been more costly than for a hippeusat any time in the Classicalperiod and would have encouraged
the Athenians to consider more economical options.
In my 1988 discussion of the prodromoi,
I minimized the active military importance of the
corps,24 viewing them primarily as scouts or as "couriers"(Xenophon, Hipparchikos
1.25, Loeb
trans.). This new inscription offers an opportunity to reexamine the evidence, particularly
Aristotle'sAthenaionPoliteia49.1, where it is clear that the city of Athens took its inspection of
and hamippoias seriously as it did the inspection of the regular horsemen: the context
prodromoi
and intent is military preparedness. In addition, one cannot conclude from Hipparchikos
1.25
that the prodromoi
were infrequentlyor indifferentlytrained in the use of the javelin but only that
the hipparch bore primary responsibilityfor this instruction,just as he would have expected the
phylarchsto be responsiblefor the training of their tribal regiments.
Moreover,prodromoi
attestedelsewhereat almost exactly the same time may offer close parallels
to their counterpartsin Athens. These are the four Macedonian (or,less likely,Thracian) squadrons
of prodromoi
that figure prominently in the early campaigns of Alexander the Great.25 In
(>XaL)
addition to their reconnaissance duties (Arrian 3.7.7), Arrian reports that they led the charge at
Granikos(1.14.5-7) and were actively engaged in the major battles at Issos (2.9.2) and Gaugamela
(3.12.3). They also formed part of the advance strikingforce of Alexander before the final battle
with Darius III (3.8.1-2) and went in pursuit of the king afterwards(3.18.2, 3.20.1, 3.2 1.2). They
apparentlycarriedthe long spear called the sarissaand are thus known in our sources as sarissophoroi
(Arrian 1.14.1, 6; 3.12.3, with Q Curtius Rufus 4.15.13). It is also worth noting that when
Alexander ordered his sarissophoroi
against the Scythian horse archers, they were placed in some
23
24

Loomis 1995.

Bugh 1988, appendix D; similarly,Kroll 1977a, p. 125: "any role they may have had in active combat was quite
secondary."
25
For discussion, see Bosworth 1980, pp. 18, 110-111, 352, and Worley 1994, pp. 155-157.
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difficultyuntil he interjectedlight infantrytroops and mountedjavelin throwers(iat7txovTLGat)to
limit the maneuverabilityof the Scythians (Arrian 4.4.6-7). This use of light infantry precisely
in battle and is supported by Arrian'sterminology: &vatAacqtotq t1ttucwLvand
defines hamippoi
ot +Lxol a'v ILevyI'VOL totZCt7tbtnuaLv. Although the Athenian prodromoi
did not wield the sarissa,
they may have functioned like Alexander'sprodromoi,
and they were armed like his hippakontistai.
It should also not be forgotten that the Athenian hippotoxotai
had had the honor of skirmishing
with the enemy first-just as Alexander now employed his prodromoi.
The Athenian prodromoi
are attested epigraphically as late as the mid 3rd century B.C. on
several lead tablets connected with the state evaluation of Athenian cavalry mounts.26 From
these we may have the names of two prodromoi,
Charias and Antimachos. On the other hand, in
his study of the lead tablets from the Agora, John Kroll has argued that the expressions Xap(ou
ipoBp6otou(Kerameikosinv. 565) and 'AvULVL&XoU
npo8p6ptou(Kroll no. 62) refer to the horses "of
of Charias"and "of the prodromos
of Antimachos"and not "of the prodromos
the prodromos
Charias"
or "of the prodromos
Antimachos."27That is to say,'Antimachos and Chariaswere probablycavalry
officersand theirprodromoi
(unnamed)their mounted aides" (p. 127). The choice between the two
possibilitiesis no longer so clearcut, however,particularlyif we grant a higher statusto the prodromoi
than has previously been imagined. The proposer of our decree, known only by his patronymic
Diogenes, is likely to have been a prodromos
himself.
It is quite possible that the corps of prodromoi
had been minimalized by the time of the lead
tablets, since we know that the canonical one-thousand-manClassicalAthenian cavalryhad fallen
to only two hundred by 282/1 B.C. and had only been raised to three hundred in that year with
and a
difficulty.28 We can perhaps assume a corresponding numerical reduction in prodromoi
subsequent loss of military importance. This scenario will also provide a terminusantequemof
282/1 B.C. for our inscription, because it should belong to an age when the numbers of prodromoi
were sufficientto justify the expense and importanceimplied in commissioning this stele. Certainly
its letter forms conform to those found in Attic inscriptionsin the period from the late 4th to the
early 3rd century B.C.
In later years, Athens did not totally forget the usefulness of its prodromoi.In the 2nd century B.C. Athens reorganizedits cavalrywith the introductionof the so-called Tarantines,a cavalry
ubiquitous in the Hellenistic period.29 Although perhaps originally an innovation of Tarentum
in southern Italy, later the name was generically applied to a particular type of hippic unit or its
fighting mode and unquestionablyreferredto ajavelin-throwinglight cavalry (see Suda,s.v.AnLx,
L 546, ed. Adler [1936]). An inscription uncovered in the Athenian Agora in 1994 bears witness
to a mercenary corps of Tarantinoi serving with the Athenian cavalry in the 280s and 270s.30
In the 2nd century, however, there is no doubt that the corps in Athens was composed
of, and was commanded by, Athenian citizens. Not only do we have tarantinoimentioned in
the festivals of the Theseia and Pythais in the middle and second half of the 2nd century but also
their commanders, the Tarantinarchs.31Meanwhile, the regularhippeiscontinued to be led by their
26

Kroll 1977a, pp. 124-127, no. 62, and Braun 1970, p. 234, no. 565.
Kroll 1977a, p. 125.
28
Threpsiades and Vanderpool 1963, p. 104, lines 7-10.
29
See Launey [1949-1950] 1987, pp. 601-604, and Griffith 1935, pp. 246-250, for discussion.
30
Camp 1996, pp. 252-258. Pausanias(10.20.5) reportsthat Athens fielded a force of 500 cavalrymento confront the
Gauls at Thermopylai in 279 B.C.; for historicalcontext, see Bugh 1988, p. 188. This new inscriptionrecords a decree by
a corps of Tarantine mercenary cavalry honoring the Athenian hipparchs and phylarchs in 282/1 B.C. John Camp
(p. 257) plausibly suggests that this corps representsthe two hundred additional horsemen present at Thermopylai.
31 IG II2 958.I, lines 56-59; 960.I, lines 31-32; 961.I, lines 34-35; FouilksdeDelples III, ii, no. 24, line 16; no. 35,
lines 3-4; no. 46, lines 1-2, 6; no. 37, line 3. Marcel Launey ([1949-1950] 1987, p. 604, note 1)suggests that Tarantinoi
may be listed under the rubric &ip'titou &xovrt(xv in the festivalsof the Theseia (IG II2 956, lines 90-91; 957, line 83;
958, line 95); the Panathenaia (IG II2 2311, line 68); and the Pythais (FouilksdeDelphesIII, ii, nos. 37, 44). This would
27
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phylarchs and hipparchs. I suggest that in the heady days following the conclusion of the Third
Macedonian War in 167 B.C.,32 when the Athenians regained a number of their former imperial
possessionsthrough the generosity of Rome, they consciously bolstered their military capability by
the introductionof a light cavalrycorps reminiscentof their formerprodromoi
and perhaps modeled
in part after their former Tarantinemercenaryallies. As prodromoi
had supplantedhippotoxotai,
so in
turn tarantinoi
replaced the prodromoi.33
In conclusion, this new inscriptionhas inspireda freshlook at the organizationof the prodromoi.
This reexaminationsuggests an enhanced militaryrole for them, "prepositioned"with the regular
Athenian cavalry.The decree also hints at a status and self-identitymore pronounced than for the
mounted bowmen and bears witness to a close relationshipbetween the prodromoi
and the grammateis
of the cavalry,both of whom directlyservedthe hipparchs. On the other hand, furtherproof will be
required to elevate the prodromoi
to a select and elite status within the regular Athenian cavalry.34
The literary and epigraphical evidence still sustainsthe view that the prodromoi
were differentiated
from the regularhippeisand perhaps did come from a relativelylower social and economic class, but
they can no longer be dismissed as "undistinguished"(Photios, s.v. tp68popot &RoZot).
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